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„If you understand, things are such as they are;
if you don’t understand, things are such as they are.”

Zen Koan

1. Introduction

The discussed area next to Szécsénke is situated in Nógrád 
County, Northern Hungary, in the Western Cserhát Moun-
tains, westwards from the Galga River. The river forms an 
important geological and geographical border between the 
Central and Eastern Cserhát Mountains of volcanic origin 
and the sedimentary Western Cserhát Mountains. 

One Palaeolithic settlement in the discussed area with pub-
lished archaeological material is the Legénd-Káldy-tanya 
complex (Markó–Péntek 2003-2004). The assemblage con-
tains 1006 chipped stone artefacts. In the raw material usage 
the hydrothermal or limnic raw materials (“limnic silic-
ites”, Přichystal 2010) dominate the assemblage with more 
than three quarters of the total (76.34 %). A relatively small 
amount (6.34 % of the total) could be regarded as local from 
the environs of Galgagyörk and Püspökhatvan, about 20-25 
km from the site (Cs. Balogh–Dobosi 1995; Markó 2005). A 
somewhat bigger part (17.23 % of the total) with a very char-
acteristic yellowish white, whitish yellow, or reddish pati-
na originates from the hydrothermal outcrops of the Mátra 
Mountains (45-50 km as the crow flies to the East of the 

Open-air site complex with leaf-points at Szécsénke (Cserhát Mountains, 
Northern Hungary) Preliminary results
Attila Péntek

Abstract Based on extensive field surveys of the past decade the Late Middle Palaeolithic and Initial Upper Palaeolithic 
occupation was very intensive in the Cserhát Mountains. There are some very characteristic clusters in the site 
distribution. One of the important ones is those of in the vicinity of Legénd and Szécsénke villages. In this paper 
we will review the lithic material of an interpreted Palaeolithic site complex at Szécsénke village. The compound 
term „site complex“ does not necessary mean simultaneity of the affected sites, by this term rather a kind of 
techno-typological relation between the collected chipped stone assemblages will be stressed. The affected sites 
seem to have a Szeletian-like character which resembles the well researched Moravian Szeletian. On the base of 
the raw material utilization and of techno-typological considerations a kind of intra-cultural development can 
be observed.

Kivonat Nyíltszíni lelőhelykomplexum levélhegyekkel Szécsénkénél (Cserhát-hegység, Észak-Magyarország) - 
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Debercsény-Mogyorós, belonging to the Moravian Szeletian 
(Markó 2009b). The same or very similar situation can be ob-
served at the site of Hont-Csitár in the Ipoly Valley, belong-
ing to the Szeletian of Moravian type (Zandler 2010) and at 
Demjén-Szőlő-hegy by Eger, with some Aurignacian char-
acteristic (Zandler 2012b: 23). Presumably the choice of these 
topographical situations must have had a deliberate prac-
tical reason. Such dead-end valleys are very suitable to the 
„head-’em-off-at-the-pass” hunting strategy of reindeers 
(Baales 1999; Baang–Andersen 2008). Since they were not 
able to follow the herds directly (Burch 1972), hunters locat-
ed their camps near valley bottlenecks. One hunter group 
drove the animals into the bottleneck where an other group 
were already waiting. The hunters were thus enabled to kill 
a large number of animals in a short time. The exhausted 
supplies could be restocked and the hunters and their fam-
ilies moved on.

In a distance of about 10 km westward from the Galga 
River there is the wide valley of the Lókos Streamlet. The 
Romhány Basin (valley-dilation, Láng 1967: 59) and the 
Lókos Valley divide the Cserhát Mountains and the Bör-
zsöny Mountains. During the prehistoric times this valley 

site). The geological source of the majority of the limnic si-
licites could not be identified exactly. A possible provenance 
from Central Slovakia can not be excluded. In Central Slo-
vakia the nearest primary limnic silicite outcrops are situ-
ated in the Žiar-Basin, along the Hron (Garam) River, in the 
environs of Stará Kremnička, Lurila, Slaská villages. They 
are characterized by vegetal and pollen remains. Typical-
ly, they have a great variability of colours, with prevailing 
light, white, greyish-black and black colours. The artefacts 
made of these variants of limnic silicites have a very intense 
patina (Kaminská 2001: 84; Kaminská 2013: 100). In the Le-
génd-Rovnya site (Péntek–Zandler 2013b), there is a flake 
core with greyish-white stripes. At Hont-Csitár (Zandler 
2010) and Hont-Babat (Zandler 2012a), there are also some 
pieces stemming likely from those outcrops in Central Slo-
vakia. Of these sites more anon in this paper.

The extralocal felsitic porphyry (metarhyolite) from a 
source 110 km away in the Bükk Mountains, is the second 
most abundant raw material assortment on the site (18.49 
%). Some years ago a PGAA analysis was carried out with 
positive results on some archaeological samples of the Cser-
hát Mountains too (Markó et al. 2003: 297-314). The presence 
of all known obsidian variants at the site should be stressed. 
Even the very rare „red” or mahogany variant is present 
(Bíró et al. 2005: 94, Fig. 3.3). The raw material use of the Le-
génd-Káldy-tanya complex can be compared with the data 
on the raw material circulation during the Middle Palaeo-
lithic in Northern Hungary (Markó 2009a).

In the tool type composition of the raw materials the lim-
nic silicite dominates with 36 pieces, followed by the felsitic 
porphyry with 22 pieces out of the 67 tools. 

The tool types have a very broad spectrum. Among the 
tools, those of Middle Palaeolithic character, such as leaf-
points, bifaces and side-scrapers dominate. There are some 
typical Micoquian tools like Bocksteinmesser, Faustkeilblatt, 
groszak (Typ Heidenschmiede, Bosinski 1967: 33). The end-
scrapers have no Upper Palaeolithic affinity at all. The 
lateral edges of the bifacial tools were worked with the WGK-
method (wechselseitig-gleichgerichtete Kantenbearbeitung, 
Bosinski 1967: 43). The assemblage could be connected to the 
Bábonyian industry (Ringer 1983) which has a very close re-
lation to the Central European Micoquian (Bosinski 1967) 
or Keilmessergruppe (Mania 1990: 145; Veil et al. 1994: 40; 
Bosinski 2000-2001: 112; Conard-Fischer 2000: 11-12).

2. The site complex and its surroundings

The sites belonging to the interpreted site complex are 
located on both sides of the Halyagos Streamlet which is 
a tributary of the Galga River. The valley of the streamlet 
is a so-called pseudo “dead end valley”. This phenomenon 
is well known in the Cserhát Mountains, where the most 
Middle Palaeolithic and Early Upper Palaeolithic sites are 
lying along or at the heads of “dead end valleys”. Without 
striving to completeness we could mention some charac-
teristic examples like Vanyarc-Szlovácka-dolina, the epo-
nym site of the “Vanyarc-type” industry (Markó 2007; 2012), 

Figure 1. The Szécsénke site-complex (1-12) and its 
environment (13-22). // 1. ábra. Szécsénke lelőhely-

komplexum (1-12) és környezete (13-22).
1: Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegy, 2-3: Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal-1, 

4: Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal-2E, 5: Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal-2W, 6: 
Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal-3, 7-9: Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal-4, 10: 

Kétbodony-Halyagos-hegy, 11: Legénd-Rovnya, 12: Legénd-88, 13: 
Becske-Júlia-major, 14: Becske-4, 15: Becske-Büdös-tó-hegy, 16: 
Szécsénke-Visak, 17: Legénd-Káldy-tanya-1-3, 18: Legénd-Káldy-
tanya-5, 19: Legénd-Pápai-hegy, 20: Legénd-Gubány-dűlő (Me-
nyecskés), 21: Legénd-Gubány-dűlő, 22: Legénd-Hosszú-földek.
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where the two sides are characterized by differing slope an-
gles and rock exposures. One side of the slope is gentle and 
covered with thick loess-like soil. This soil and the underly-
ing rock allochtonously could drag even under the level of 
the alluvia. In contrast, the other slope bordering the valley 
is steep, loess-like soil does not occur and either the rocks 
of the overlying mountain belt or the eruptive ones emerge. 
The steep slope means abrasion, destruction and transpor-
tation of the surface of the earth. The assumption that these 
steep valleys had been formed due to glacial solifluction, 
gelisolifluction contradicts the fact that they were formed 
partly due to recent tectonic movements. However not only 
with south-facing sloping but rather equally, they occur 
with the most differing exposition, while in a case of glacial 
solifluction, gelisolifluction the south-facing sloping would 
be the most frequent.

The Berecz-oldal is an about 3.5 km long steep, ascending 
hillside, located on the northern side of the Halyagos Valley. 
At the upper verge of the hillside there is a relatively flat 
plateau of 50-150 m width, where the Palaeolithic sites or 
find concentrations occur. The other, northern slope to the 
valley of the Szécsénke Streamlet is rather moderate.

2.1. The Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegy site

The site with the richest archaeological material of the 
site complex is the Kis-Ferenc-hegy (KFH) site. It is lying on 
the plateau of about 250×200 m area on the asymmetrical 
hill-comb, located between the valleys of the Szécsénke and 
Halyagos streamlets at an altitude of 265-270 m a.s.l.. Its rel-
ative altitude is 70 m from both valley floors. In the south-
west corner of the site there is an approximately 50×50 m 
gravel bed. Its geological age is Upper Oligocene Chattian 
Stage, belonging either to the Budafok Sand Formation 
(Hámor 1985: 234) or the Pétervására Sandstone (Korpás  1988: 
64-66). It consists of quartzite pebbles, diverse siliceous peb-
bles (hereafter shortly silex), radiolarite pebbles, hydro-
thermal chunks, petrified woods and can be regarded as a 
potential raw material source. The chipped stone assem-
blage processed so far by the authors from the site contains 
1084 lithic artefacts (Péntek–Zandler 2013a).

2.1.1. The raw materials in the 
archaeological assemblage

The most dominant raw material is limnic silicite with 
466 pieces (42.44 % of the total), but its ratio is substantial-
ly lower among tools: with 21 pieces it amounts to only 17.65 
%. Thanks to the Miocene postvolcanic activity this raw ma-
terial is very common in the Cserhát Mountains. The lim-
nic silicite originates from the hydro- or limnic quartzite 
banks in the vicinity of Galgagyörk or Püspökhatvan. Two 
raw materials, silex and quartzite, could be regarded as 
local. We use the term silex as general and not as a  petro-
graphic term as the distinction between the diverse types of 
siliceous pebbles is very problematic. This raw material cat-
egory contains a kind of porous silicified volcanic rock of 
yellowish colour, which is manifested in pebble form. The 
ratio of silex with 185 pieces is 17.07 % in the total assem-
blage but it is significantly higher among tools (37 pieces, 

had to play a great role in migration, since it is located on 
a NW-SE oriented axis connecting the sites of the Southern 
Cserhát and the Galga Valley to those of the Ipoly Valley. Ac-
tually both sides of the Ipoly River and the environs of the 
village Hont in the Ipoly Valley are very rich in Palaeolith-
ic settlements. Recently in connection with the Romhány-
Diós-út site, Viola T. Dobosi dealed with the importance of 
the Romhány or Nógrád Basin (Dobosi 2011).

Running directly south of Szécsénke, there was a main mi-
gration corridor connecting the Galga Valley and the Rom-
hány Basin. The pseudo “dead end valley” of the Halyagos 
Streamlet represents an alternative route.

On Fig. 1. the Palaeolithic sites of the surrounding area 
can be seen. The central part of this area, with the discussed 
sites of the site complex is enlarged on Fig. 2. The green cir-
cle on the right side of the map denotes the Kis-Ferenc-hegy 
site, red circles indicate the other sites belonging to the site 
complex. The purple circle denotes the above mentioned 
Legénd-Káldy-tanya site and the yellow ones indicate Pal-
aeolithic sites with bifacial tools, not discussed in this paper. 

In the formation of the surface of the Cserhát Mountains 
young tectonic movements played a dominant role, the val-
leys of the discussed area are all forecasted tectonic ero-
sion-valleys. These valleys have asymmetric cross-sections, 

Figure 2. The Szécsénke site-complex and its environment
The green circle on the right side of the map denotes the 

Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegy site, the red circles indicate the other 
sites belonging to the site complex. The purple circle denotes the 
Legénd-Káldy-tanya site and the yellow ones indicate Palaeolithic 

sites with bifacial tools, not discussed in this paper. //
2. ábra. A Szécsénke lelőhelykomplexum és környezete. A jobb ol-

dali nagy zöld kör jelöli Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegy lelőhelyet, a vö-
rös körök pedig a komplexumhoz tartozó többi lelőhelyet. A lila 
kör Legénd-Káldy-tanya lelőhelyet jelöli, a sárga körök a cikkben 
nem tárgyalt paleolitikus korú lelőhelyek bifaciális eszközökkel.
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There are altogether 34 pieces of flake end-scrapers (28.57 
%). There is a great dual raw material preference, 14 pieces 
were made of silex, 13 pieces of felsitic porphyry, 5 pieces of 
limnic silicite and 2 pieces of radiolarite. The end-scrapers 
have a very varied morphology. Besides the circular ones 
there are atypical nosed end-scrapers, carinated (keeled) 
pieces (grattoir caréné) and particularly fan-shaped forms 
with narrow base too. Among the Upper Palaeolithic types 
(carinated end-scrapers, Aurignacian-like high end-scrap-
ers) there are no pieces made of felsitic porphyry. The base 
of some pieces seems to be intentionally broken, perhaps 
because of hafting purpose. In these cases there is a slight-
ly acute angled break surface and a lip on the lower edge 
(Jennings 2011: 3646, 3650). In the case of felsitic porphyry 
the base of the tool is sometimes the naturally cleavage sur-
face along a diaclase or joint. A joint is a natural fracture in 
the continuity of either a layer or body of rock that lacks 
any visible or measurable movement parallel to the surface 
(plane) of the fracture.

There are pieces with retouched lateral edge(s). As a mat-
ter of fact these tools are combination tools of an end-scrap-
er and a side-scraper. This phenomenon was mentioned 
by K. Valoch in relation to the archaic lithic material of 
Jezeřany I. and II (Valoch 1966: 14). This could also be found 
at other Moravian Szeletian sites as for example Trboušany 
(Hladíková 2002: 77, Obr. 8:7), Neslovice (Valoch 1973: 13, Tab. 
I/2,4), Vedrovice V (Valoch 1993: 35, Abb. 14:12; 49, Abb. 28:1), 
Vincencov (Svoboda–Přichystal 1987: 10, Tab. I.: 5), Želešice 
III (Škrdla et al. 2014: 92, Fig. 12:13, 98, Fig. 12: 13, 15, 16) and 
even in Bavaria at Zeitlarn (Heinen–Beck 1997: 84, Abb. 7:5,6). 
Most end-scrapers show partial ventral thinning or re-
touch, or at least the bulb is eliminated. This attribute is well 
known in the Moravian or Bavarian Szeletian, for example 
Trboušany (Hladíková 2002: 78, Obr. 9:3,4,7) and in Zeit-
larn (Schönweiss–Werner 1986: 10, Abb. 3:8; Heinen–Beck 
1997:84, Abb. 7:5,6). Ventral thinning could be associated in 
the Cserhát Mountains mainly with Micoquian-Bábony-
ian assemblages, for example at Galgagyörk-Csonkás-hegy 
(Markó et al. 2002: 249, Fig 2.1, 2.4) and Legénd-Káldy-tan-
ya (Markó–Péntek 2003-2004: 169, Fig. 4.7). M. Oliva in his 
paper dealing with the industries of Jezeřany suggests that 
the ventral retouching is in some way genetically related to 
leaf points (Oliva 1979: 47).

On the base of a piece made of felsitic porphyry a Clac-
tonian notch could be found similar to pieces occurring in 
Zeitlarn (Heinen–Beck 1997: 84, Abb. 7:6). There is an atypi-
cal nosed end-scraper made of felsitic porphyry. Analogous 
pieces could be found in Vedrovice V (Valoch 1993: 35, Abb. 
14:2,3), Vincencov (Svoboda–Přichystal 1987: 10, Tab. I:1) or 
even in Zeitlarn (Schönweiss–Werner 1986: 10, Abb. 3:4-6). 

It is noteworthy to mention the carinated end-scraper 
made of silicified volcanic rock (Fig. 3.1). Both lateral edges 
are retouched, the base has a narrow fan-tail like shape and 
is thinned on the ventral face. As a matter of fact it is a com-
bination of a double side-scraper and an end-scraper. Typo-
logical resemblances are found in Moravia, for example at 
Ondratice (Oliva 1992: 51, Fig.5).

31.09 %). The ratio of the 9 quartzite pieces in the total as-
semblage is only 0.83 %, but there are three notched tools 
made of this material. Quartzite is a common raw materi-
al at archaeological sites in the Cserhát Mountains. Based 
on our observations, it is mainly related to Middle Palaeo-
lithic or Early Upper Palaeolithic sites. However, recently 
clean-cut traces of intensive quartzite usage were found at 
Csővár-Arany-hegy in a Gravettian assemblage and at the 
Aurignacian site Legénd-Hosszú-földek (Péntek 2015b). Ac-
cording to K. Valoch it is the characteristic raw material of 
the so-called „Begleitindustrie“ (collateral industry) at some 
Moravian and Slovakian Szeletian sites (Valoch 1955: 28–32). 
In relation to the quartzite or quartz it is worth mention-
ing the Bavarian Szeletian site Zeitlarn. There is no concord-
ance in the judgement of cultural affiliation of the site. In T. 
Hopkinson’s view the end-scrapers at Zeitlarn “are made on 
‚broad blades‘ or flakes and are closely similar to pieces from 
the Miqoquian of the Sesselfelsgrotte some 30 km to the west 
and described by Richter [1997] as ‚mikrokratzer‘”. (Hopkinson 
2006: 232). In the relatively small excavated assemblage 
there are surprisingly many crystalline quartz (kristalliner 
Quarz), 23 pieces which is 19.7 % of the total (Heinen–Beck 
1997: 77). The only long distance raw material, the „Szele-
tian felsitic porphyry” (metarhyolite) is represented by 412 
pieces, with an extraordinary high ratio of 38.01 %. A raw 
material of uncertain provenience is the radiolarite, it is 
represented in the assemblage by 18 pieces (1.66 %). With 
the naked eyes it is very similar to the Carpathian radiolar-
ite, however radiolarite was  also described in pebble form 
at the east side of the Börzsöny Mountains in the so-called 
Nagyoroszi Pebble Formation (Gyalog–Budai 2002: 220). Mo-
reever, actually all potential raw material sources in the 
Cserhát Mountains, pebble outcrops or gravel beds contain 
some radiolarite pebbles of good knapping quality.

2.1.2. The archaeological assemblage 

The Palaeolithic industry is a typical flake-industry, no 
laminarity could be observed. Detailed technological analy-
sis has not been carried out so far, we have no concrete the-
ory about the applied debitage, but there are no traces of the 
Levallois-debitage. The debitage-material represents 86.81 
% of the total assemblage: The ratio of the flakes greater 
than 15 mm including the elongated, “blade-like” flakes (13 
pieces) is 31.20 %, that of the flakes less than 15 mm is 55.81 
%. Among the flakes they are mainly flakes that originated 
from the shaping and preparation of the cores and from tool 
making and retouching. Among the flakes no raw material 
preference could be observed. Traces of Upper Palaeolith-
ic blade technology are scarce, there are only 3 tools made 
on blades or on “blade–like” blanks: two high end-scrapers 
of definite Aurignacian character, made of silex and a leaf-
point made of limnic silicite of which more anon. 

In the assemblage collected from the surface there are 119 
formal tools belonging to the Palaeolithic industry. Most of 
the tools are made of felsitic porphyry (53 pieces, 44.54 %), 
followed by silex (37 pieces, 31.09 %), limnic silicite (21 piec-
es, 17.65 %), radiolarite (5 pieces, 4.20 %) and quartzite (3 
pieces, 2.52 %). Among the Palaeolithic formal tools we dis-
tinguished 5 fundamental tool categories. 
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28, XVI/2) and Jezeřany (Oliva 1979: 48 and Taf. II/9) either 
as parallel phenomenon or as an influence of the Jerzmano-
wician industry, postulated by Chmielewski (1961). At the 
Moravian Szeletian site Želešice III both the unstratified 
surface collection and the excavated material yielded char-
acteristic Jerzmanowice-type points. But only the surface 
collection contains leaf-points (Škrdla et al. 2014: 98–99, Fig. 
12). The Jerzmanowice-type points are present at Vedrovice 
V (Valoch 1993: 45, Abb. 24:5, Abb. 25:3) and at the surface 
site Bratčice I where the raw material distribution and tech-
no-typological point of view is very similar to Želešice III 
(Škrdla et al. 2014: 99). According to P. Škrdla et al., the most 
important feature of the Moravian Szeletian is the presence 
of the Jerzmanowice-type points which is regarded as type 
artefact of the Lincombian-Ranisian-Jerzmanowician tech-
nocomplex (Flas 2006; 2011).  

A general characteristic is the so-called WGK-meth-
od which is a typical attribute of the late Middle Palaeo-
lithic Micoquian industry. According to the authors the 
WGK is present in the Bábonyian-Szeletian technocom-
plex (Ringer–Mester 2000: 267-268). Zs. Mester carried out 
a detailed morphometrical analysis on the leaf-shaped tools 
of the Jankovichian and Szeletian industries. He conclud-
ed that the façonnage alterne, which in his opinion more or 
less corresponds to the WGK-method, is without doubt pre-
sent in the production of the leaf-shaped tools of the Szeleta 
Cave (Mester 2008-2009: 91). In another paper, dealing with 
the leaf-points of the Szeleta Cave, Zs. Mester defines the al-
ternate shaping of the edges as a two-step method: “the first 
step is a series of removal along the edge on one face (dorsal or 
ventral) and second is the same operation on the other face.” 
(Mester 2010: 110). This defined method could be correlat-
ed with the WGK-method. After a well-founded morpho-
metrical analysis and comparing the Early Szeletian bifacial 
point features to the Jankovich Cave bifacial tools, he came 
to the conclusion that: “on the basis of the lithic technology 
of bifacial tools that the Jankovichian and the Early Szeletian 
belong to the same archaeological culture, and there is no 
provable relation on technological ground between the Early 
and Developed Szeletian” (Mester 2010: 121).

The tipped distal fragment made of felsitic porphyry with 
the narrow, slender, elongated form and plano-convex 
cross section is the biggest ((57)×26×12 mm) leaf-point frag-
ment in the assemblage. (Fig. 3.5).

There are 23 pieces (19.33 %) in the category of the side-
scrapers. There is a very pronounced raw material prefer-
ence, 13 pieces are made of felsitic porphyry, 5 pieces of 
silex, 4 pieces of local limnic silicite and only one piece of 
Carpathian radiolarite. Morphologically they are highly 
variable, most of the pieces are simple straight or convex 
side-scrapers but there are convergent or transversal pieces 
too. Especially the pieces made of felsitic porphyry are rel-
atively small in dimensions. The obvious reason could have 
been the saving, economizing housekeeping with this long 
distance raw material. 

In the Crimea  most of the Kiik-Koba facies sites „may 
represent palimpsests where the distance from raw material 

The tool category of the leaf-shaped tools consists of 20 
pieces (16.81 %). There is a definitive raw material prefer-
ence, 13 pieces are made of felsitic porphyry, 5 pieces of silex 
and 2 pieces of limnic silicite. Most of the tools are symmet-
ric or perhaps slightly asymmetric to the longitudinal axis, 
that is, all these pieces could be interpreted as leaf-points. 
Morphologically the pieces show a highly variable pic-
ture. K. Valoch in 1960 discussed this question in much de-
tail (Valoch 1960: 30–31). He stated that it is very rare if on 
a site only one form of leaf-shaped tools can be found (e.g. 
Moravany-Dlhá). In Moravia it is much more frequent that 
a variety of leaf-shaped tool shapes occur at the same site 
(Ořechov I, II; Modřice; Neslovice).

In the assemblage there are pieces with biconvex, plano-
convex and  parallelogramm cross sections. Nine pieces are 
broken fragments with an average length of 15-25 mm and 
we can determine with great probability that they are all 
base fragments. There is a piece with a notch at the base, 
maybe because of hafting. Very characteristic are some 
pieces with a relative short, wide and massive form. 

The above mentioned piece made of a „blade-like” blank 
is plano-convex. On the ventral side only the edges are re-
touched (Fig. 3.4). Similar pointe à face plane leaf-points  
occur in the assemblage of Ondratice (Valoch 1967: 13, Tab. 
V/1; 21, X/1; 28, XIV/1), Neslovice (Valoch 1973: 17, Tab. V/6; 

Figure 3. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Kis-Ferenc-hegy site. 1-3: 
end-scrapers made on flakes, 4: “pointe à face plane”-like leaf-point; 
5-6: leaf-points (1-3: siliceous pebble, 4: limnic silicite of Cserhát Mts., 

5-6: felsitic porphyry). //
3. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegyről. 1-3: szilánkkaparók, 4: 
“pointe à face plane”-szerű levélhegy; 5-6: levélhegyek (1-3: kovakavics, 

4: cserháti limnoszilicit, 5-6: kvarcporfír).
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is actually a combined tool, on the left edge there is a 
notch, on the right edge two nose-like tips (micro bor-
ers) can be seen.

3. There is a splintered piece (pièce esquillée).
4. There is a borer made of quartzite.
5. Tools made on cores which was regarded by K. Valoch as 

a typical feature of the Moravian Szeletian (Valoch 1966: 
24) are represented by a burin made of limnic silicite.

A very interesting and relatively rare tool in the Hungar-
ian Palaeolithic is the limace made of felsitic pophyry. The 
ventral face of the tool (the natural cleavage surface of the 
raw material) is unworked, the dorsal face is rough-and-
ready worked. On the right side of the dorsal face, a little 
recent damage can be seen. The tool has an approximate-
ly deltoid form and measures 76x32x12 mm. With its mor-
phometrical characteristics the tool resembles the 1B-type 
of Szeletian bifacial foliate tools, broad, elongated and sym-
metrical (laurel leaf shape) with pointed base (Mester 2010: 
110; 2011: 25) (Fig. 4.4). 

2.1.3. Discussion of the KFH site

In the assemblage, those typical to the Middle Palaeo-
lithic (side-scrapers, bifacial tools) make up the 31.93 % of 
the tools. Most of the end-scrapers have a rather archaic 

encouraged the reuse and extensive rejuvenation of tools, 
resulting in high percentages of tools with multiple-retouched 
edges and overall small size.” (Marks–Chabai 2001: 194).

At some pieces the elimination of the bulb could be ob-
served. There are two natural backed pieces (racloir à dos 
naturel). K. Valoch mentioned the existence of such pieces 
from the archaic material of Jezeřany I. and II. (Valoch 1966: 
38, Fig. XIX/4; 43, XXII/3).

On the Fig. 4.1 there is a side-scraper of small dimensions 
is made of Carpathian radiolarite. The 31×21×5 mm tool has a 
subtriangular form and its right edge is bifacially retouched. 
On the Fig. 3.2 a double or convergent side-scraper made of 
local silex can be seen. The dorsal face is finely elaborated 
in an invasive manner. The proximal end is thinned from 
the ventral face, the butt is prepared. Dimensions: 46×34×12 
mm.

There are altogether 15 bifacial tools in the assemblage 
(12.61 %). This tool category contains the bifacially worked 
artefacts which are hardly, or because of their recent state 
(breakage, plough marks) not unambiguously classifiable. 
There are also pieces that were abandoned because of either 
technical knapping accident or other reasons, such as raw 
material flaws.

There is a fragment of a bifacial tool, which, due to its 
acute-angled subtriangular form after breakage, could 
function as a bifacial knife. On the hypotenuse of the trian-
gle a special kind of detachment can be seen which suggests 
the so called Prądnik-spall. O. Jöris in the Micoquian (Mico-
quo-Prondnikian) assemblage of the Bu-III layer of the Buh-
len Cave in Germany could set apart some Prądnik-Schaber 
(Jöris 2001: 32, Abb. 4.15; 4.16,1,3-5,7-11; 4.17,1-2). Bifacial knifes 
(Keilmesser) occur sporadically in the material of the archa-
ic Moravian Szeletian sites, such as Jezeřany I. and II. too, 
where even the Prądnik-technique is not unknown. In con-
nection with Keilmesser he wrote: “an einigen Exemplaren 
beobachtet man Spuren der Prondnik-Technik (XI/1-3), die hier 
und da auch an Schabern zu sehen sind (XII/4).” (Oliva 1979: 
48) (Fig. 4.2).

The last tool category of other tools or worked pieces con-
tains 27 pieces altogether (22.69 %). Out of the most typical 
tools the following pieces could be emphasized:

1. Tranchets (chisels): 3 pieces (2.52 %). These are core-
like fashioned chisel-like tools. Similar pieces could be 
found for example in Neslovice (kernförmig bearbeitete 
meißelartige Artefakte, Valoch 1973: 11 and Taf. XIII/2).

2. Notched tools: 4 pieces (3.36 %). Out of these, 2 pieces are 
made on massive quartzite flake with deep, unretouched 
Clactonian notches. J. W. P. van der Drift suggests that 
the deep hollow fracture, often called Clactonian notch 
is made in oblique bipolar technique by placing one con-
tact point a small distance from the edge and another 
contact point at a greater distance from the edge. The 
reduction face of the struck stone shows a convex frac-
ture between the impact popints, and the perpendicu-
lar direction this same fracture shows a deep concave 
surface (van der Drift 2009: 9 and Fig. 5G). Another two 
pieces are made of felsitic porphyry. One of the pieces 

Figure 4. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Kis-Ferenc-hegy site. 1: 
side-scraper, 2-3: bifacial tools, 4: limace (1: Carpathian radiolarite, 2-3: 

siliceous pebble, 4: felsitic porphyry). //
4. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegyről. 1: kaparó, 2-3: 
bifaciális eszközök, 4: limace (1: kárpáti radiolarit, 2-3: kovakavics, 4: 

kvarcporfír).
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wesentlich stärker ist als die erste Veröffentlichung annehmen 
ließ (Valoch 1966). Man kann deshalb die ganze Kollektion im 
großen und ganzen dem mittelpaläolithischen Micoquien vom 
Typ Rörshain gleichsetzen. Die Jezeřany-Industrie unterscheidet 
sich von diesem Typ allerdings durch das Vorkommen einiger 
älterer Micoque-Elemente (Keilchen, Prondnik-Technik), 
durch die Menge von Geröllgeräten und die Anwesenheit 
jungpaläolithischer Typen.” (Oliva 1979: 54). 

It is very instructive to set the above idea agains the opin-
ion of Z. Nerudová about the collection of Jezeřany and its 
relation to Micoquian: “Les similarités dans l’économie des 
matières premières et dans le débitage, la présence des nucléus 
dicoïdes et enfin la similitude de la typologie et technologie 
signalent la parenté du Szélétien archaïque de Jezeřany I avec 
le Micoquien de Bořitov V et de Kůlna, couche 6a.” (Nerudová 
1996: 36). 

In a relatively recent paper Nerudová analysed the Mora-
vian Szeletian lithic industry from a technological point of 
view. On the basis of this analysis it could be stated that „the 
Moravian Szeletian is a dynamicly developing culture, which is 
influenced by the Micoquian, in its initial phase, interacts with 
the Bohunician in its middle phase, and ends as the advanced 
Szeletian touched by the Aurignacian. The oldest Szeletian 
collections are non-blade and non-Levallois ones represented 
by sites Vedrovice V, Jezeřany I and Moravský Krumlov IV-3.” 
(Nerudová 2008-2009: 56).

From the assemblage of Jezeřany, regarded to be nearly re-
lated to the Micoquian, to the younger („more developed”) 
sites, the ratio of the end-scrapers and in general, of the 
Upper Palaeolithic components (burins, borers) gradually 
increases and at the same time the ratio of the side-scrap-
ers, bifacial and leaf-shaped tools decreases. In our opinion 
the Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegy site fit well in this trend and 
could be regarded as belonging to a relatively early phase of 
the Szeletian industry of Moravian type. 

2.1.4. Connections in Hungary

To make a comparison with other assemblages from Hun-
garian open-air sites, there is one salient example, Hont-Csi-
tár in the Ipoly Valley, where the Gábori couple excavated 
a somewhat mixed,  inhomogeneous Palaeolithic material 
mainly of Middle and Upper Palaeolithic character in 1969. 
Unfortunately, the field documentation is missing, there-
fore the assemblage lost heavily from its information bear-
ing significance. K. Zandler took up the challenge, since the 
new investigations in the Cserhát Mountains made it neces-
sary to revisit and publish the excavated material of the site 
(Zandler 2010).

The revisited chipped stone assemblage contains 1581 
pieces. At Hont-Csitár there is a very diverse raw materi-
al composition (17 different types), which is likely attribut-
able to the mixed character of the assemblage. The limnic 
quartzite dominates both in the total (83.81 %) and among 
the tools (69.9 %). The ratio of the felsitic porphyry is 5.59 
% of the total and 9.1 % of the tools. Other raw materials 
play only a subordinate role. The local and regional raw 

character, only some atypical pieces represent Upper Pal-
aeolithic types. With the exception of the above mentioned 
core-burin, there are no burins and only one borer made 
of quartzite among the tools. The ratio of the leaf-shaped 
tools is high. The elaboration is sometimes relatively rudi-
mentary, does not measure up to the refinement typical for 
the leaf-shaped tools of the Developed Szeletian. Among the 
other worked pieces the number of archaic tools, such as 
tranchets, notched tools made of quartzite, backed knifes is 
very significant. The industry is a typical flake-industry, the 
laminarity is anecdotical.

All tools have typological, morphological analogies in the 
Moravian or Bavarian industries with leaf-points, that have 
the general denomination of Szeletian industry since the 
fundamental paper written by F. Prošek (Prošek 1953). Ac-
cording to the original definition of Prošek, the Szeletian is 
characterized by the predominance of the leaf-shaped tools 
and side-scrapers, the Upper Palaeolithic tools play a sub-
ordinate role. End-scrapers occur relatively in force, burins 
only sporadically, backed pieces as good as never. Similar 
phenomena could be found notably in the Moravian archae-
ological materials originating from surface collections. Ve-
drovice V was the first site where traces of the Szeletian, as 
defined by Prosek, have been found at a greater area, under 
relatively undisturbed conditions (Valoch 1993). The in-
vestigations carried out by J. K. Kozłowski established the 
Interpleniglacial age of the site Dzierżysław in Southern Po-
land and  affiliated its findings with the Szeletian of Mora-
vian type (Bluszcz et al. 1994).Zeitlarn, a site that has been 
partially excavated, previously known only by surface col-
lection, also belongs to this industry (Heinen–Beck 1997). 
Based on the fact that end-scrapers are made on “broad 
blades” or flakes and show closely similarity to pieces from 
the Micoquian of the Sesselfels Cave (“Mikrokratzer”, Rich-
ter 1997), T. Hopkinson takes the attitude that there is no 
reason to attribute the assemblage of Zeitlarn to a “transi-
tional industry” (Hopkinson 2004: 232). In Austria only sev-
eral single occurences of leaf-points are reported (Trnka 
1990; Nigst 2006). The leaf-point at Schletz (Lower Austria) 
came to light under stratified conditions, but as an isolat-
ed find without any accompying artefacts, so its cultural as-
sociation is problematic. Hitherto in Austria there is only 
one significant Micoquian assemblage in the Gudenus Cave 
(Derndarsky 2001). 

M. Oliva published the list of the Bordes-indices for 13 
Moravian Szeletian sites (Oliva 1995: 90). The list is primar-
ily based on the evaluation of surface finds in which cases 
the possibility of some mixing with other industries (Mi-
coquian, Bohunician, Aurignacian) could not be exclud-
ed. Though the tool composition of a stone industry is 
determined by several circumstances (for example climat-
ic, faunistic and even general way-of-living circumstances), 
the index values with a relatively great deviation are refer-
ring perhaps some sort of techno-typological development. 
M. Oliva made a techno-typological revision on the chipped 
stone assemblage of Jezeřany. The conclusion of this revi-
sion and new evaluation is noteworthy to cite word-for-
word: „Die Bearbeitung des neueren und reichen Sammelgutes 
aus Jezeřany hat erwiesen, daß seine Micoquien-Komponente 
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and also among the tools. At the KFH site there is absolutely 
no laminarity, even elongated, „blade-like” flakes are very 
rare. In contrast, at Hont-Csitár the number of retouched 
blades is relatively high and there are many retouched 
flakes too. These do not necessarily belong to the Palaeo-
lithic material with leaf-shaped tools. In the tool compo-
sition, thanks to this fact, the indices for the side-scrapers 
and leaf-shaped tools are actually lower. Regarding typol-
ogy, in point of side-scrapers, leaf-points and bifacial tools 
there are no significant differences between the discussed 
assemblages. One important fact, which indicates a more 
archaic character of the KFH assemblage, is the form of the 
end-scrapers. The ratio of the Aurignacian-like end-scrap-
ers is comparable, however at Hont-Csitár there are also 
end-scrapers made on blades.

Despite these discrepancies and differencies, the indices 
for the tool types of Hont-Csitár could be compared with 
the indices of the KFH site and even with the indices gained 
by M. Oliva for the Moravian Szeletian sites (Oliva 1995). On 
the basis of this comparison, the Hont-Csitár site could be 
connected to the younger or developed phase of the Szele-
tian industry of Moravian type.

2.2. The Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal sites

In northwestern direction about 500 m from the above re-
viewed KFH site four distinct find concentrations or sites 
of various sizes can be found. The distinction is not uncon-
ditionally theoretical, actually there are 20-30 m wide gaps 
without finds between the concentrations. The average 
thickness of the loess-like cover is 25-30 cm. Below it there 
is a reddish-brown coloured paleo soil, from which the lith-
ic artefacts come to light. The greater part of the area was 
for a long time uncultivated.

The first of the four sites, Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal BO-1 
streches out on an elongated area of 250×25-30 m. Here, 
possibly due to ploughing activity two find concentrations 
were mixed together. Now it seems to be one and the same 
site, namely the chipped stone artefacts can be found fast 
continously, but there are two distinct, more dense spot at 
both ends of the site.

The small but characteristic assemblage consists of 122 
artefacts. Amongst the raw materials local limnic silicite 
dominates, followed by silex. There are 8 tools in the assem-
blage, 3 of them are made of silex, 2 end-scrapers made on 
flake and a fragment of a leaf-point.

Three pieces, an end-scraper, a leaf-shaped tool and a side-
scraper are made of limnic silicite of Mátra Mountains ori-
gin which has an anecdotical role in the total with a ratio of 
7.38 %. These artefacts were carried to the site likely as fin-
ished tools. Two tools are made of felsitic porphyry, both 
pieces are leaf-points. The one piece is near symmetrical to 
the longitudinal axis. The longitudinal section (lateral view) 
is biconvex, the cross section is plano-convex. The shape 
of the tool is slightly deltoid (willow-leaf form) which is 
known from some unpublished Palaeolithic assemblages in 
the Cserhát Mountains and occur at numerous sites in the 

materials originate from the Börzsöny and Cserhát Moun-
tains. Quartzite pebbles occur on the banks of the nearby 
rivers and streamlets or in some gravel beds. Nummulit-
ic chert is found in the Ipoly Valley, in South Slovakia and 
mainly in the Cserhát Mountains from where many grav-
el beds containing this raw material are known (Markó–
Kázmér 2004). The Carpathian radiolarite is known from 
the White Carpathians (Vlára River Basin, Cheben–Cheben 
2010), from the Nagyoroszi Pebble Formation (Gyalog–Budai 
2002: 220), and from Transdanubia. Opalites can be found 
in the Börzsöny or Mátra Mountains (Bíró 1986) and even 
in the environs of Eger (Kozłowski–Mester 2003-2004: 116). 

The primary sources of extralocal raw materials like fel-
sitic porphyry, jasper, lydite and hornstone are lying in 
the Mátra and Bükk Mountains (Dobosi 1978; Bíró 1984). 
There are both Carpathian 1 and 2 type obsidians from the 
Tokaj Mountains and Eastern Slovakia (Rosania et al. 2008 
with further references). Finally there are some North-
ern flint pieces, perhaps erratic flint from the Upper Oder 
Basin or Jurassic flint from the Kraków-Częstochowa Pla-
teau (Kozłowski 2013: 65) from at least 350 km distance as 
the crow flies.

Regarding lithic technology, it can be stated that the Lev-
allois-technique is not representated and laminarity is rel-
atively low. Tools made on blades come out at 10 % of the 
whole collection. Cores are simple and less prepared. The 
WGK-method is present by the edge-elaboration of the bi-
facial tools. 

The most important characteristic of the collection is the 
co-presence of Middle and Upper Palaeolithic tool types. 
Most of the Middle Palaeolithic tool types like side-scrapers, 
leaf-shaped tools are made of limnic quartzite and felsitic 
porphyry. Upper Palaeolithic tool types are made of limnic 
quartzite or radiolarite. The few tools made of Transdanu-
bian radiolarite could be related to a younger Neolithic in-
dustry, possibly to the Zseliz or Lengyel culture. The most 
dominant tool types are different side-scrapers (20.45 %) 
and bifacially worked leaf-shaped tools (19.32 %). The shape 
of these latter tools is in general slightly asymmetric to the 
longitudinal axis. Among the end-scrapers there are some 
pieces made on blades and few Aurignacian types also can 
be observed. The occurrence of lateral edge retouch is rare.

K. Zandler came to the conclusion that the observed tech-
nology and tool type composition of the assemblage show 
evident similarity with the Bábonyian and Szeletian sites 
of the Bükk and Cserhát Mountains as well as the Moravi-
an Szeletian sites. According to these similarities the Hont-
Csitár assemblage could be placed in the Moravian Szeletian 
circle.

However there are some substantial differences between 
Hont-Csitár and Szécsénke-Kis-Ferenc-hegy. The collec-
tion of the KFH site seems to be very homogeneous, maybe  
that is why the raw material spectrum is much more steady. 
Local limnic silicite has a lower ratio both in the total and  
also among the tools. There are significantly more felsitic 
porphyry and siliceous pebbles both in the total collection 
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to mention three blades or “blade-like” flakes which are 
made of Mátra limnic silicite. A nicely elaborated end-scrap-
er made on a slightly déjeté flake, made of Carpathian radio-
larite has a very fine retouched half-steep convex working 
edge. Its butt is plain. Dimensions: 35×37×12 mm (Fig. 6.2). 
There is an unifacial, unipolar Carpathian radiolarite core 
with short flaking scars. Dimensions: 39×38×20 mm (Fig. 6.7).

The Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal BO-2W (West) lies directly 
next to BO-2E and takes up a bigger area of 100×35-40 m. 
The assemblage consists of 262 artefacts. Among tools end-
scrapers have a great dominance (Fig. 7). Again, raw mate-
rial utilization shows a heterogenous picture here. The local 
limnic silicite dominates evidently (56.49 %), followed by 
limnic silicite of Mátra Mountains origin (16.41 %) and local 
silex (12.98 %). There are some pieces of nummulitic chert, 
quartzite, Carpathian radiolarite, C2 type obsidian and fel-
sitic porphyry. There are 22 tools, 11 end-scrapers made on 
flake, 4 end-scrapers made on blade, 1 side-scraper and 6 
not classifiable worked pieces. Nine tools are made of local 
limnic silicite, 7 pieces of silex, 4 pieces of Mátra limnic si-
licite, 1-1 piece of radiolarite and felsitic porphyry. This lat-
ter tool is an end-scraper made on “blade-like” flake (éclat 

Moravian Szeletian. The edges are worked with WGK. Di-
mensions: 56×30×8 mm (Fig. 5.1). Another leaf-point made 
of limnic silicite of the Mátra Mountains is abandoned due 
to raw material flaws (Fig. 5.3). It is noteworthy to mention a 
quartzite flake core with traces of short hinge fracture scars 
(Fig. 17.1).

The Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal BO-2E (East) site streches out 
on an elongated area of 100×25 m directly over a ravine. 
There are 161 artefacts from this find concentration. The 
raw material composition is very heterogenous. Most of the 
pieces are made of local limnic silicite (52.17 %) but the role 
of silex is significantly higher as usual in the Cserhát Moun-
tains (32.30 %). There are also 3 pieces made of nummulitic 
chert (Markó–Kázmér 2004). All other raw materials, such 
as quartzite, Mátra limnic silicite, Carpathian radiolarite, C1 
type obsidian, Northern erratic flint are represented only 
by a few pieces. An artefact is made of a raw material which 
resembles lydite, perhaps also from the Mátra Mountains. 
There are altogether 14 tools in the assemblage, eight of 
them are end-scrapers made on flake, there is an end-scrap-
er made on blade and five other worked tools, not exactly 
classifiable. Six tools are made of local limnic silicite, 4 piec-
es of silex, 1-1 pieces of nummulitic chert, quartzite, radio-
larite and of an unidentified raw material. It is noteworthy 

Figure 5. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-1 
Palaeolithic site. 1: leaf-point, 2, 4: end-scrapers; 3: abandoned leaf-
point (1: felsitic porphyry, 2: siliceous pebble, 3-4: limnic silicite of Mát-

ra Mts.). //
5. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-1 paleolitikus lelőhelyről. 
1: levélhegy, 2, 4: vakarók; 3: felhagyott levélhegy (1: kvarcporfír, 2: ko-

vakavics, 3-4: mátrai limnoszilicit).

Figure 6. Selected artefacts from the Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-2E 
Palaeolithic site. 1-3: end-scrapers made on flakes, 4: end-scraper made 
on blade, 5-6: side-scrapers, 7: unipolar core (1, 6: siliceous pebble, 2, 7: 
Carpathian radiolarite, 3-4: limnic silicite of Cserhát Mts., 5: limnic silicite 

of Mátra Mts.). //
6. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-2E paleolitikus lelőhely-
ről. 1-3: szilánkkaparók, 4: pengevakaró, 5-6: kaparók, 7: egy leválasztá-
si felszínű magkő (1, 6: kovakavics, 2, 7: kárpáti radiolarit, 3-4: cserháti 

limnoszilicit, 5: mátrai limnoszilicit).
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knapping accident. The tip of the point is broken and pati-
nated too. This tool has a clearly asymmetrical shape, its left 
lateral edge is slightly curved, the right one is rather straight. 
Both longitudinal and cross sections are plano-convex. The 
ventral face is thinned, both edges are retouched (WGK). Di-
mensions: 47×34×9 mm.

The one side-scraper of great dimensions is made of fel-
sitic porphyry. Its left edge is bifacially retouched, the right 
edge is retouched only from the ventral face. On the surface 
traces of a diaclase (yellowish spots) can be seen. Due to a 
large detachment in the middle of the ventral face the tool 
has a slightly concavo-convex profile. Dimensions: 66×39×15 
mm (Fig. 9.5). 

The clearly biggest tool of the assemblage is a side-scrap-
er made of local silex. Its left edge and the distal part of the 
right edge are retouched. Dimensions: 92×67×29 mm (Fig. 
10.1). Some of such “gigantoliths” could be found in the ex-
cavated material from the Eger-Kőporos-tető site excavated 
by L.Vértes (Vértes 1951).

The last Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal site BO-4 consists actual-
ly of 3 little find concentrations on an area of 700 m length 
with only some pieces. The unity of these concentrations is 
obviously questionable, more than problematic, but for the 
sake of simpleness we discuss them together. The loess-like 

débordant, Fig. 7.4). Beyond tools 4 blades made of limnic si-
licite of Mátra Mountains origin are worth to mention.

The next site, Szécsénke-Berecz-oldal BO-3 streches out on 
an area of about 250×50 m. It has an assemblage of 633 ar-
tefacts. Beside the dominant local raw materials, limnic si-
licite (68.56 %), silex (12.32 %) there are nummulitic chert, 
quartzite, limnic silicite of Mátra Mountains origin, radio-
larite, felsitic porphyry and a piece of vein quartz. Long-dis-
tance felsitic porphyry is relatively abundant with 48 pieces 
(7.58 %). Among tools (33 pieces altogether), the 14 end-
scrapers made on flake dominate, there are 4 leaf-shaped 
tools, 3 side-scrapers, 1 bifacial tool and 11 other tools hardly 
classifiable. The silex raw material has a dominance with 15 
tools, there are 9 tools made of local limnic silicite, 2 pieces 
made of Mátra limnic silicite, 3-3 pieces of radiolarit and fel-
sitic porphyry and a little microlitic retouched quartz tool. 
The majority of the blades (5 of 8 pieces) are made of local 
limnic silicite.

On Fig. 9.4 a base fragment of a broken leaf-point made of 
local limnic silicite can be seen. The oblique fracture sur-
face is heavily patinated, the breakage could have been a 

Figure 7. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-2W 
Palaeolithic site. 1-3, 5-7: end-scrapers made on flakes; 4: end-scraper 
made on a blade-like flake (éclat débordant) (1-3: limnic silicite of Cser-
hát Mts., 4: felsitic porphyry, 5-6: limnic silicite of Mátra Mts., 7: siliceous 

pebble). //
7. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-2W paleolitikus lelőhely-
ről. 1-3, 5-7: szilánkvakarók; 4: pengeszerű szilánkon készült vakaró 
(éclat débordant) (1-3: cserháti lmnoszilicit, 4: kvarcporfír, 5-6: mátrai 

limnoszilicit, 7: kovakavics).

Figure 8. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-3 
Palaeolithic site. 1-8: end-scrapers made on flakes (1-6: limnic silicite of 

Cserhát Mts., 7-8: siliceous pebble). //
8. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-3 paleolitikus lelőhelyről. 

1-8: szilánkvakarók (1-6: cserháti limnoszilicit, 7-8: kovakavics).
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examples of radiolarite artefacts that could be, on techno-
typological grounds,  related to the Jankovichian industry 
(Mester 2008-2009: 82). The list of finds from the Cserhát 
Mountains contained two fragments with bifacial working 
made of Transdanubian (Szentgál-type) radiolarite at Gal-
gagyörk-Májóka-3 (Markó et al. 2002: 255). This list could be 
extended now with an unpublished side-scraper fragment 
made of radiolarite from Buják-Rózsás-tető. This hill is the 
origin of a tabular, layered form of hydro- or limnic quartz-
ite of better quality containing only few and small fossils 
(Markó 2005: 53–54).

2.3. The Legénd-88 (LG-88) find concentration

Fig 1.12 is a small find concentration. Stray finds were 
found here on a dirt road, at close quarters, actually next to 
the valley-sole. These finds are 4 leaf-points, 1 side-scrap-
er with damaged working edge made on a silex pebble slice 
and a flake of felsititic porphyry. The loessy cover of the 
hilltop is thick, neither a larger archaeological site nor ev-
idence of a smaller ephemeral hunting station could be lo-
calized. A seemingly reasonable situation would be the 
hypotetically assumption that the culture-bearing layer 
was somehow damaged by the forestry turnover on the dirt 
road. But in this curious case, four out of six stray finds are 
leaf-points, which is unusually high ratio. Actually we have 

soil cover at the foot of the Halyagos Mountain is relative-
ly thick, perhaps due to understandable loess accumulation. 

In the first concentration there are 7 pieces, 5 pieces of 
them are of local limnic silicite, 1-1 piece of silex and lim-
nic silicite of Mátra Mountains origin. A quartzite notched 
tool of great dimensions (54×33×21 mm) with simple unre-
touched Clactonian notch is the only tool (Fig. 11.2). In the 
second concentration there are 6 artefacts, 4 of them are 
raw material chunks. There is a blade made of local limnic 
silicite and a flake core made of silex. In the third concentra-
tion among the 7 artefacts, there are 3 pieces made of local 
limnic silicite, 2-2 pieces of silex and radiolarite. There are 
3 tools, an end-scraper and a worked piece made of limnic 
silicite. The third one is probably a base fragment of a leaf-
point made of radiolarite. The longitudinal section could 
not be established, the cross section is slightly biconvex. 
The edges are worked with WGK. Dimensions: (38)×31×10 
mm (Fig. 11.1). Leaf-shaped tools made of Carpathian radio-
larite are very scarce. The only known Palaeolithic industry 
with leaf-shaped tools which used radiolarite (of Transdan-
ubian types) regularly is the Jankovichian industry postu-
lated by Vera Gáboriné Csánk (Gábori Csánk. 1993). Dealing 
with leaf-shaped tools, Zs. Mester mentioned the published 

Figure 9. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-3 
Palaeolithic site. 1: end-scraper made on flake, 2: circular end-scraper, 
3: side-scraper of sub-triangular form, 4: asymmetric leaf-point, 5: side-
scraper (1-3: Carpathian radiolarite, 4: limnic silicite of Cserhát Mts., 5: 

felsitic porphyry). //
9. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-3 paleolitikus lelőhelyről. 
1: szilánkvakaró, 2: körvakaró, 3: szubtrianguláris kaparó, 4: aszimmetri-
kus levélhegy, 5: kaparó (1-3: kárpáti radiolarit, 4: cserháti limnoszilicit, 

5: kvarcporfír).

Figure 10. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-3 
Palaeolithic site. 1: side-scraper of large dimensions, 2-3: bifacial tools 

(1-2: siliceous pebble, 3: limnic silicite of Cserhát Mts.). //
10. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-3 paleolitikus lelőhely-
ről. 1: nagy méretű kaparó, 2-3: bifaciális eszközök (1-2: kovakavics, 3: 

cserháti limnoszilicit).
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 · In Micoquian-Bábonyian context there is an interest-
ing surface find from Galgagyörk-Csonkás-hegy made 
of Carpathian 2T obsidian (Markó 2004). It is a base frag-
ment intentionally broken down from the tool. The 
edges are worked with WGK. The surface is covered by 
thick dehidration cortex. Dimensions: (22)×(24)×(12) mm.

Basal fragment of a leaf-point made of local silex. The tool 
has a narrow, elongated, symmetrical shape. The longitudi-
nal cross section is plano-convex, the cross section is bicon-
vex. The edges are worked with WGK. Dimensions: 76×33×13 
mm (Fig. 12.3).

2.4. The Kétbodony-Halyagos-hegy (HH) site 

In the bushy area on the top of the Halyagos-hegy with an 
altitude of of about 375 m a.s.l. no archeological site could be 
localized, but due to the erosion on a steep dirt road leading 
to the top of the hill stray finds could be found. The collect-
ed assemblage consists of 459 pieces. The raw material com-
position is very colourful. In the raw material utilization 
the local limnic silicite dominates (52.72 %) but the ratio of 
the felsitic porphyry is very high too (30.94 %). Apart from 
these raw materials there are silex, quartzite, limnic silicite 
of Mátra Mountains origin, C1 and C2 type obsidian, errat-
ic flint, jasper and unidentified raw materials. From felsitic 
porphyry as long distance raw material there are even tools. 
The great number of chunks, flakes and chips proves that 
intensive tool making and tool maintenance was practised 
on the site. Among the 13 tools, there are 2 end-scrapers, 1-1 
leaf-point made of local limnic silicite and felsitic porphyry, 
2 side-scrapers and 7 other worked pieces.  

The shape of the leaf-point made of local limnic silicite is 
approximately symmetrical to the longitudinal axis. Both 
the longitudinal and the cross sections are plano-convex. 
The top-view is slightly deltoid. The edges are worked with 
WGK. Dimensions: 47×24×9 mm (Fig. 13.1).

The leaf-point made of felsitic pophyry is abandoned due 
to the fracture properties of the raw material. The ventral 
face is a natural cleavage surface along a diaclase. Because 
of the cleavage properties of the raw material and due to a 
large hinge fracture the tool could not have been finished. 
The shape is approximately symmetrical to the longitudinal 
axis. Both the longitudinal and the cross section are plano-
convex. Dimensions: 54×23×10 mm (Fig. 13.2).

A double side-scraper made of felsitic porphyry. The con-
vex left edge is retouched rough-and-ready with semi-Qui-
na retouch. The right edge is rather straight, it is bifacially 
retouched. The rough-and-ready notch seems to be inten-
tional. Dimensions: 47×24×9 mm (Fig. 13.3).

There is an unusual combination of a double side-scraper 
and a splintered piece (pièce esquillée) made of Mátra limnic 
silicite. Dimensions: 37×31×8 mm (Fig. 13.4).

The very heterogenous raw material composition and first 
of all the typological characteristics indicate that the assem-
blage consists the remains of probably more than one Palae-
olithic industries. Among the other worked pieces there is a 

absolutely no adequate geological explanation for this enig-
matic phenomenon. 

Basal fragment of a leaf-point made of local nummulitic 
chert. The tool has a narrow, elongated, symmetrical shape. 
Both the longitudinal and the cross section are biconvex. 
The edges are worked with WGK. On the whole, the shaping 
and the elaboration of this tool has rather a somewhat Mi-
coquian-like character. Dimensions: 55×34×16 mm (Fig. 11.3). 

Leaf-point made of local silex. The shape is approximate-
ly symmetrical to the longitudinal axis. Both longitudinal 
and cross sections are biconvex. The edges are worked with 
WGK. Dimensions: 62×36×13 mm (Fig. 12.1). In his paper deal-
ing with the morphometrical analysis of the leaf-points 
of the Szeleta Cave, Zs. Mester defines 3 groups concern-
ing of their length and width. Group 3 includes the small-
est tools (length between 72 and 34 mm, width between 40 
and 24 mm, and thickness between 12 and 8 mm). This group 
is characterized by a low length/width ratio, and the great-
est width is found between the middle of the length and the 
lower third of the tools. The most interesting result of the 
conducted analysis is the identical data set between Group 3 
and the bifacial leaf-points of the Jankovich Cave. The above 
described leaf-point fits well in the Group 3 (3B-type be-
cause of the pointed base) of Szeletian bifacial foliate tools 
(Mester 2010: 111; 2011: 25). 

 This tool with its unusual short and broad form (length/
width ratio is 1,72) is a proper rarity in the Cserhát Moun-
tains. There is only one vague morphological analogy at the 
relatively near site of Debercsény-Mogyorós attributed to 
the Szeletian industry (Markó 2009b: 157, Fig. 2.1). Further 
analogies can be found e.g. at Korlát-Ravaszlyuk (Simán 
1999: 31, Table IV), at Jezeřany I (Oliva 1979: 62, Taf. III:4, IV:4), 
at Vedrovice V (Valoch 1993: 44, Abb.23: 4-5) and in the upper 
layer of Dzierźysław I. (Bluszcz et al. 1994: Fig. 6.2). 

There are several pieces with similar morphological char-
acteristics in the find horizon Ranis 2 of the Ilsenhöhle 
(Hülle 1977: 79, Taf. 21: 2, 52, Taf. 22: 2, 53, Taf. 23: 2, 55), in 
the Weinberghöhle caves at Mauern (Bohmers 1951: 55-56, 
Taf. 26: 2, 3; Zotz 1955: 97, Bild 46) or at Kösten (Zotz 1959: 
51: 73, 52: 73-75). These sites are related to the Altmühlian 
(Altmühlgruppe) with blattspitzen of southern Germany. 

Leaf-point made of C2E type grey-banded obsidian from 
the environs of Mád, Erdőbénye, Olasz-liszka. The shape is 
approximately symmetrical. Both the longitudinal and the 
cross section is biconvex. Dimensions: 46×(29)×7 mm (Fig. 
12.2). Leaf-points made of obsidian are extremely rare. 

 · A broken piece is reported from the Szeleta Cave by 
Zs. Mester (Mester 2011: 37). Its cross section is bicon-
vex . The edges are retouched with alternating retouch-
ing technique. Dimensions: (58)×(33)×(10) mm (Inv.N°: 
53.4.25). 

 · Another broken piece was mentioned by K. Simán 
(Simán 1985) at Sajószentpéter-Nagykorcsolás in Mico-
quian-Bábonyian context. Its both faces are thinned but 
only partially retouched. Dimensions: 22×28×9 mm (Inv.
N°: 82.8.55.). 
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represented by 6 rather atypical pieces, there are 5 pieces of 
carinated end-scrapers and one nosed end-scraper. Howev-
er, on the whole, typologically end-scrapers make an Aurig-
nacian-like impression. On Fig. 16.7 a carinated end-scraper 
made of siliceous pebble can be seen. One small sized sub-
circular end-scraper resembles the so called groszak (Typ 
Heidenschmiede, Bosinski 1967: 33) of the Micoquian indus-
tries. The lateral retouching is not so frequent, but it is a 
common phenomenon at the Moravian Szeletian sites e.g. at 
the recently excavated Želešice III (Škrdla et al. 2014: 92, Fig. 
12:13, 98, Fig. 12: 13, 15, 16). 

Ventral thinning of the proximal part and elimination 
of the bulb occur sometimes. These phenomena are well 
known at the Moravian or Bavarian Szeletian sites like 
Trboušany (Hladíková 2002: 78, Obr. 9: 3, 4, 7) and Zeitlarn 
(Schönweiss–Werner 1986: 10, Abb. 3: 8; Heinen–Beck 1997: 
84, Abb. 7: 5, 6.) as well as in the Cserhát Mountains, for ex-
ample at Galgagyörk-Csonkás-hegy (Markó et al. 2002: 249, 
Fig 2.1, 2.4) and Legénd-Káldy-tanya (Markó–Péntek 2003-
2004: 169, Fig. 4.7). 

On one occasion the direction of the detachment could not 
be determined unambiguously, that is why this piece can be 
classified perhaps rather as side-scraper. It has a very char-
acteristic attribute typical for the Polish or German Mico-
quian industries (Keilmessergruppe), namely the so-called 
Prądnik-technique. It is present at some archaic Szeletian 
sites in Moravia as Jezeřany I. and II. (Oliva 1979: 48). We 
have another example in the Cserhát Mountains, the above 
mentioned bifacial knife from the KFH site.

The tool category of the leaf-shaped tools consists of 5 piec-
es (10.87 %). Three pieces were made of silex, 1-1 piece of 
limnic quartzite and of felsitic porphyry. Altogether 3 piec-
es could be interpreted as leaf-points. A common charac-
teristic is the WGK. The 2 small sized leaf-points should be 
correlated to the nearby Szeletian site at KFH site, a greater 
but broken piece resembles the Micoquian-Bábonyien piec-
es of the Legénd-Káldy-tanya (Markó–Péntek 2003-2004: 
168, Fig.3).

On Fig. 14.1 a leaf-point made of felsitic porphyry can be 
seen. The shape is symmetrical. Both the longitudinal sec-
tion and the cross section are plano-convex. The top-view 
is slightly rhomboid (trapezoid). The edges are worked with 
WGK. Dimensions: 49×22×8 mm. Another leaf-point made of 
local silex, has a near biconvex longitudinal and cross sec-
tion. The piece has an unusual asymmetrical shape, the left 
edge is curved, the right edge is rather angular. The edges 
are worked with WGK. Dimensions: 47×27×9 mm (Fig. 14.2, 
Fig. 16.1). A leaf-point made of local silex, has a near bicon-
vex longitudinal and cross section. The piece has a narrow, 
symmetrical, elongated form, which is present even in the 
Micoquian-Bábonyian industry (Zandler–Béres 2014: 76, Fig. 
5). The edges are worked with WGK. Dimensions: (44)×24×10 
mm (Fig. 14.3, Fig. 16.3).

There are 6 pieces (13.04 %) in the category of the side-
scrapers. Two double side-scrapers were made of felsitic 
porphyry, one of them can be seen on Fig. 16.2. From the 

fragment of a backed bladelet characteristic for the Gravet-
tian entity.

2.5. Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) site 

2.5.1. Geographical location

The site is situated 3 km northwest of the village Legénd, 
on the northeastern fringe of the Romhányi Mountains, 
about 500 m from the 385.4 m high Rovnya Summit. The 
site is located on an approximately 250×100 meter relatively 
flat plateau. The relative height from the sole of the Halya-
gos Streamlet is about 60-70 m. South of the site one can 
find some “dead end valleys”. The most important of them 
is the source of the Sápi Streamlet. Due to afforestation the 
site can not be collected anymore. The assemblage of the site 
was recently published in Hungarian language with a short 
English résumé (Péntek–Zandler 2013b) and there is an un-
published paper in English (Péntek 2015a).

2.5.2. Raw materials of the 
archaeological assemblage

The chipped stone assemblage contains 972 pieces. The 
most dominant raw material is local limnic silicite with 756 
pieces (77.78 %). Two raw material assortments, silex and 
quartzite, should be regarded as local. The ratio of the silex 
with 166 pieces is 17.08 % in the total assemblage but it is 
significantly higher among the tools with 22 pieces, name-
ly 47.83 %. The ratio of the 19 pieces quartzite in the total 
assemblage is 1.95 %. All other raw materials have an an-
ecdotical role. The two long distance raw materials, felsit-
ic porphyry and Carpathian 1 type obsidian are represented 
by 5-5 pieces (0.51 %). There are 13 pieces of Carpathian radi-
olarite (1.34 %) and 6 pieces of erratic flint (0.62 %).

2.5.3. Technology and typology

The Palaeolithic industry is a typical flake-industry, the 
laminarity is very low, there are only 2 Aurignacian-like re-
touched blades and two Gravettian-like backed bladelets. 
There are no signs of Levallois-debitage, the application 
of the bifacial technique can be observed only at the leaf-
shaped tools. 

In the assemblage collected from the surface there are 54 
formal tools mostly made of limnic quarzite. The Palaeo-
lithic and younger prehistoric stone tools were separat-
ed on strict techno-typological basis. We classified 46 tools 
belonging to the Palaeolithic industry. Among the Palaeo-
lithic formal tools we distinguished 4 fundamental tool cat-
egories. The given percentages have only informative value 
since the number of the tools is less than 100.

There are altogether 16 pieces of flake end-scrapers (34.78 
%). The blanks have generally a massive, slightly elongat-
ed, blade-like form. There is a raw material preference, 4 
pieces were made of limnic quartzite, 1 piece of radiolar-
ite and the rest of silex. Morphologically the end-scrapers 
are very variable, most of the pieces have a convex work-
ing edge. The Upper Palaeolithic end-scraper types are 
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Unfortunately until now there are very scarce traces of 
the Upper Palaeolithic in the Middle and Western Cserhát 
Mountains. Most of the Gravettian sites can be found in 
the valley of the Galga River, for example at Püspökhatvan 
(Cs. Balogh–Dobosi 1995) and Csővár-Arany-hegy with un-
published archaeological material. The site at Erdőtarcsa-
Daróci-hegy (Zandler 2008) yielded a typologically mixed 
material. The Upper Palaeolithic types seem to belonging 
rather to the Aurignacian. In the direct environs of Legénd 
village recently some small find concentrations have been 
found (Legénd-Hosszú-földek, Legénd-Remete) with very 
strong Upper Palaeolithic affiliation.

2.5.4. Discussion of the LGR site

The artefacts collected from the surface are not suitable 
for a more minute cultural classification, which is main-
ly due to the relatively few number of tools. We regard the 
Palaeolithic material of the site as inhomogeneous. A pos-
sible explanation for this fact could be the optimal topo-
graphical situation for hunting.  Therefore the area was 
very attractive during prehistoric times. On the opposite 
side of the valley of the Halyagos Streamlet, on the Halya-
gos-hegy, about 750 m from the LGR site at an altitude of 
cca. 375 m a.s.l. there is the above mentioned HH site with 
unpublished material. It seems to be evident that these two 
sites had the same or very similar strategic importance as 

2 simple side-scrapers with straight working edge, 1 piece 
was made of nummulitic chert, 1 piece of radiolarite. Two 
large pieces were made of quartzite. The one piece is a side-
scraper or roughly elaborated denticulated tool on a mas-
sive déjeté flake. Only the approximately straight distal part 
of the right edge is grossly retouched, actually denticulated. 
Dimensions: 64×46×22 mm. The ventral face shows a typical 
pronounced bulb of percussion (Fig. 15.1). The other quartz-
ite side-scraper is a natural backed tool (racloir à dos naturel) 
on a massive déjeté flake. The left edge forms the back, the 
right edge is rough-and-ready, but bifacially elaborated. Di-
mensions: 66×44×19 mm (Fig. 15.2).

The last tool category of other tools or worked pieces con-
tains 19 pieces altogether (41.30 %). Of these tools only few 
pieces could be identified precisely, the most pieces are 
namely broken. It is worthy to emphasize the presence of 
two Aurignacian-like retouched blades (Fig. 16.4-5). One of 
the latter has an oblique distal end with two notches. The 
two backed bladelets seem to belong to the Upper Palaeo-
lithic Gravettian culture. These finds should maybe corre-
lated to the Gravettian site at Romhány-Diós (Simán 1993; 
Dobosi 2011), which lies about 8-10 km west from our site. 

Figure 11. Selected tools from the Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-4 (1-
2) and Legénd-#88 (3-4) Palaeolithic sites. 1: base fragment of a leaf-
point, 2: notched tool, 3: side-scraper, the working edge is damaged; 4: 
basal fragment of a leaf-point (1: Carpathian radiolarite, 2: quartzite, 3: 

siliceous pebble slice, 4: nummulitic chert). //
11. ábra. Eszközök Szécsénke Berecz-oldal BO-4 (1-2) és Legénd-#88 
(3-4) paleolitikus lelőhelyekről. 1: levélhegy bázistöredéke, 2: völgyelt 
eszköz, 3: roncsolt munkaélű kaparó; 4: levélhegy bázistöredéke (1: kár-
páti radiolarit, 2: kvarcit, 3: kovakavics gerezd, 4: nummuliteszes kova).

Figure 12. Selected tools from the Legénd-#88 Palaeolithic site. 1-3: 
leaf-points (1,3: siliceous pebble, 2: Carpathian C2E type grey-banded 

obsidian). //
12. ábra. Eszközök Legénd-#88 paleolitikus lelőhelyről. 1-3: levélhe-

gyek (1,3: kovakavics, 2: kárpáti C2E típusú szürke sávos obszidián).
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silicite of the Mátra Mountains can be observed as well. 
It is markedly high on the BO-2W (16.54 %). Strikingly 
few debris of those limnic silicite could be found, be-
cause of the distance to the raw material sources, most 
artefacts were imported either as finished tools or as 
blanks for tool production.

 · There are some exotic regional materials such as jasper, 
lydite of uncertain origin. They are probably from the 
Mátra Mountains but in small amounts they can be found 
even in some gravel beds in the Cserhát Mountains.

 · All pieces of the Carpathian radiolarite of uncertain 
provenance belong to the dark brown colour variant but 
without the greenish marbly pattern characteristic of 
the White Carpathians (Vlára Valley). This raw material 
is represented mostly by tools, no or very few debitage 
can be found. The ratio of the tools made of radiolarite is 
in general somewhat higher as at the KFH site.

 · In contrast to KFH,the role of the long distance felsitic 
porphyry raw material seems to be subordinated at the 
other sites, there are mainly tools made of it. The only 
exception with a ratio of 30.94 % is the HH (Halyagos-
hegy) site, where besides tools, considerable amount of 
chunks and debitage, even small retouching chips can be 
found, proving local tool making and resharpening. In 
connection with the side-scrapers of small dimensions 
made of felsitic porphyry at the KFH site it was above 
expected that there was a saving housekeeping prac-
tised. That is namely the important factor, which should 
be stressed, the need to “maximize the number of flakes 

hunting stations (“high-stands” or “watchposts”) in control-
ling the movement of game animals in the valley.

Among the Palaeolithic tools there are both tools which 
are characteristic for the Micoquian-Bábonyian and that 
ones which are characteristic for the Szeletian industry and 
there are some more or less typical Upper Palaeolithic (Au-
rignacian and/or Gravettian) types too. 

3. Conclusion

3.1. Raw material utilization of the affected sites

The main characteristics can be summarized as follows 
(Table 1, Table 2):

 · The most dominant raw material is the local limnic si-
licite, probably from Galgagyörk and Püspökhatvan (Cs. 
Balogh–Dobosi 1995). 

 · Utilization of other local raw materials in the region 
such as silex and quartzite is as intensive as at the KFH 
site. The ratio of the used silex is extraordinary high on 
the BO-2E (32.3 % of the total). 

 · In contrast to the KFH site the occurence of the limnic 

Figure 13. Selected tools from the Kétbodony-Halyagos-hegy (HH) 
Palaeolithic site. 1: leaf-point, 2: leaf-point, it is abandoned due to 
the fracture properties of the raw material, 3: double side-scraper, 4: 
splintered piece (pièce esquillée) (1: limnic silicite of Cserhát Mts., 2-3: 

felsitic pophyry, 4: limnic silicite of Mátra Mts.). //
13. ábra. Eszközök Kétbodony-Halyagos-hegy (HH) paleolitikus lelő-
helyről. 1: levélhegy, 2: levélhegy, melyet az anyagban lévő repedés mi-
att félbehagytak, 3: kettős kaparó, 4: pikkelyretusú darab (pièce esquillée) 

(1: cserháti limnoszilicit, 2-3: kvarcporfír, 4: mátrai limnoszilicit).

Figure 14. Selected tools from the Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) Palaeolithic 
site. 1-3: leaf-points (1: felsitic pophyry, 2: limnic silicite of Cserhát Mts., 

3: siliceous pebble). //
14. ábra. Eszközök Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) paleolitikus lelőhelyről. 1-3: 

levélhegyek (1: kvarcporfír, 2: cserháti limnoszilicit, 3: kovakavics).
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As M. Bolus stated in his paper (Bolus 2004: 204) the spec-
trum of the variables providing at least limited informa-
tions concerning the settlement system is wide. It includes 
not only the regional distribution of sites, the landscape use, 
raw material procurement, but the spatial organization and 
functional differentation of the sites as well. 

Several Middle Palaeolithic settlement types concerning 
the intensity and duration of occupations and the num-
ber of activities carried out on the site, are known from 
the Crimea (Marks–Chabai 2001: 191-195; Chabai–Uthmeier 
2006; Bataille 2010; 2012). Ephemeral sites (both kill-butch-
ering loci and camps) have a significant trait in the raw 
material procurement, namely the utilization of mostly im-
ported resources. That is, the occurence of local (originat-
ing less than 5 km from the site) raw material assortments 
is very rare and there are only scattered data about on-site 
core reduction or tool making. The tool composition is nar-
row and related mainly to the „kill-butchery” activity. These 
occupations, mainly the kill-butchering loci, represent one 
of the most ephemeral, limited-activity site types which is 
archaeologically visible (Marks–Chabai 2001: 191). However, 
very striking is the investigation on the two horizons of the 
deeply stratified Middle Palaeolithic site Kabazi II, belong-
ing to the Crimean Micoquian (Bataille 2012).

(or edges) per core at the expense of flake size” in oder to 
save raw material (Kuhn 1995: 33).

 · Other long distance raw materials such as Northern er-
ratic flint are represented only sporadically with a few 
pieces.

3.2. Techno-typological remarks

The main characteristics can be summarized hereinafter.

 · All sites show a flake-industry character but in contrast 
to the KFH site a little bit higher laminarity can be ob-
served elsewhere, and there are some blade cores (aban-
doned and exhausted) too. However, the ratio of blades 
is nowhere higher than 3.11 % (at BO-2E site).

 · Among the tools the end-scrapers are the most frequent. 
They have various  morphology but the evidently Upper 
Palaeolithic types are lacking. There is generally a de-
finitive raw material preference, the mostly pieces are 
made of local limnic silicite and silex.

 · The lateral retouching of the end-scrapers has a very 
frequent occurrence, but the ventral thinning and the 
elimination of the bulb is relatively rare compared to 
the KFH site. 

 · There are relatively less side-scrapers, the most piec-
es are made of felsitic porphyry and silex, but there are 
even rough-and-ready made pieces made of quartzite 
on the LGR site.

 · The shape and the dimensions of the leaf-points are var-
ious. There are both wide and narrow leaf form with 
tipped base, and there are some pieces with rounded 
base again. There are narrow, elongated points which 
occur both in the Micoquian-Bábonyian as well in the 
Szeletian industry. The pieces with slightly deltoid or 
rhomboid top-view are present too. 

 · The longitudinal section is generally biconvex. The most 
pieces have plano-convex or biconvex cross sections. 
A common technological characteristic is the so-called 
WGK (wechselseitig gleichgerichtete Kantenbearbeitung) 
which is a typical attribute of the Micoquian-Bábonyien 
industry and is not an alien phenomenon in the Early 
Szeletian industry.

 · In contrast to the KFH site apart from the the leaf-
points, other types of bifacial tools occur only sporadi-
cally or even fail.

We regarded the Kis-Ferenc-hegy site at Szécsénke as a 
relatively early, open-air Szeletian site. 

If we consider the differences between the KFH site and 
the sites in the discussed site complex as the signs of some 
kind of development, we should attribute these sites cul-
turally related to the KFH site but possibly belonging to a 
younger or developed phase of the Szeletian or of a Szele-
tian-like industry with leaf-points. A detailed techno-typo-
logical comparison with the collection from the Hont-Csitár 
site, as benchmark, would be more than desired.

3.3. Some thoughts about settlement 
dynamics and landscape use pattern

According to the recent cognitions, based only on the in-
tense surface collections, it would be a very hazardous trial 
to present an interpretation on the above reviewed sites 
and on their relationship. 

Figure 15. Selected quartzite tools from the Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) 
Palaeolithic site. 1: side-scraper or roughly elaborated denticulated tool; 

2: side-scraper with a natural back (racloir à dos naturel). //
15. ábra. Eszközök Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) paleolitikus lelőhelyről. 1: ka-
paró, vagy durván kiképzett fogazott eszköz; 2: természetes hátú kapa-

ró (racloir à dos naturel).
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number of months. A. Verpoorte (Verpoorte 2006, after 
Kelly) uses the term “central place”, at T. Hopkinson we find 
its equivalent as “center of social action” (Hopkinson 2006: 
229). In the assemblages of the „base camps” the tool making 
from the local raw material seem to be extended with the 
processing of long distance raw materials. Because of the 
greater permanency of residence, a larger number of activ-
ities took place over time, resulting in greater number and 
variability of artefacts, the tool composition is much more 
rich and various.

Another classification was proposed especially in connec-
tion with the sites of the Blattspitzen complex in Central 
Europe by M. Bolus (Bolus 2004). In his paper he summa-
rizes the archaeological evidence for this technocomplex 
with regard to the spatial organization and functional in-
terpretation of the sites and on that base he identifies three 
site types. The first type includes large open-air sites, which 
are often situated near raw material sources. In most cases 
these sites are known for extensive surface scatters, some-
times with several smaller find concentrations, which are 
separated from each other by gaps, areas without lithic 
finds. This type of sites, like Vedrovice V in Moravia (Czech 
republic) or Zeitlarn in Bavaria was repeatedly visited over 
a long period of time and should be interpreted as palimp-
sests. An important argument in summing up the features 
of these sites that the raw material of the artefacts indicates 

To sum up, “ It is obvious that the investigated Micoquian 
levels exhibit an ephemeral character. Levels III/2 and III/1 
represent butchering stations of very short duration. Only few 
stone artifacts belong to single occupations. The main activities 
focus on the provisioning of camp sites with game while the 
lithic material can be interpreted as by-products for meat 
processing.” (Bataille 2012: 204).

In short-term camps the blanks and tools arriving at the 
site from some distance occur with the local raw material 
together. Lithic raw material economy varies according to 
distance from a raw material source. On the surface activity 
or functionality zones or specific tool distribution patterns 
or densities could be observed. These camps seem to reflect 
a somewhat larger range of activities and, perhaps, a some-
what greater duration of occupation. The tool spectrum ac-
cording to the activities could be also somewhat broader.

In the considerably amount of literature dealing with set-
tlement dynamics, settlemens structure etc. there are some 
quasi synonym denominations for the term „base camp”, 
which was occupied for a considerable period, e.g. for a 

Figure 16. Selected tools from the Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) Palaeolithic 
site. 1, 3: leaf-points, 2: double side-scraper, 4: retouched blade, 5: 
retouched, truncated blade, 6: end-scraper made on flake, 7: carinated 
end-scraper (1, 4-6: limnic silicite of Cserhát Mts., 2: felsitic porphyry, 

3,7: siliceous pebble) [drawn by K. Zandler]. //
16. ábra. Eszközök Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) paleolitikus lelőhelyről. 1, 3: 
levélhegyek, 2: kettős kaparó, 4: retusált penge, 5:retusált és csonkított 
penge, 6: szilánkvakaró, 7: orros vakaró (1, 4-6: cserháti limnoszilicit, 2: 

kvarcporfír, 3,7: kovakavics) [rajz: Zandler K.].

Figure 17. 1: flake core from the BO-1 site; 2-3: selected flake cores 
from the BO-2E site (1: quartzite, 2: orthoquartzite, 3: limnic silicite of 

Mátra Mts.). //
17. ábra. 1: szilánkmagkő a BO-1 lelőhelyről; 2-3: szilánkmagkő pél-
dák a BO-2E lelőhelyről (1: kvarcit, 2: ortokvarcit, 3: mátrai limnoszilicit).
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During the surface collection not even on the richest site, 
KFH could be separate find or tool concentrations observed. 
There is no indication for specific activity or functionality 
zones, hence it does not fulfill the defining criteria for a site 
being base camp. On the contrary, the artefact distribution 
is rather balanced overall. It seems to be very life-like to im-
agine a short-term stay of a prehistoric group of 5-8 fami-
lies, maybe 30-40 people on an area of 150-250×100-200 m 
in order to hunting and stocking their supply. This state-
ment should be valid actually for all the sites KFH, BO-1, 
BO-2E, BO-2W, BO-3, HH, LGR, and so they can be regarded 
as belonging to the first group sensu Bolus (2004). However 
these sites can be interpreted likely as palimpsests of sever-
al short-term stays. 

Hopefully, due to further surface collection activities, the 
intrasite relations could be cleared in some degree too. So, 
for example the connection or relation between the BO-2E 
and BO-2W sites is not clear. It is thinkable that as a matter 
of fact, there is only one site. An other question to be an-
swered is the function of the HH site and its relation to the 
opposing site LGR, lying on the southern side of the Halya-
gos Streamlet. Aside from the felsitic porphyry, the two 
sites have a more or less similar raw material composition. 
On techno-typological grounds both site seem to yielded a 
mixed material. Most probably we should regard the assem-
blage of the HH site partly, taking notice of the high amount 
of felsitic porphyry, being in connection or relation with 
the KFH site.

a well-aimed exploitation of the nearby raw material sourc-
es, the leaf-points seem to have been made on the spot. An 
another aspect is the high amount of debris at the site which 
should reflect the remains of knapping activities from sev-
eral settlement occupation events. 

The second type of sites is defined as cave sites with rela-
tively few archaeological material, containing at times more 
than one Blattspitzen horizons. The density of finds is high-
er but still relatively low compared to the rich open-air sites 
of the first group. These sites have a less clear or uncertain 
function, the small number of artefacts and the sometimes 
limited toolkit do not indicate long-term stays. It is more 
plausible that these sites were repeatedly used for short-
term stays, most probably related to hunting activities. In 
general there is no evidence for leaf-point production. 

The third group composed both of open-air and cave sites. 
These are characterized with small or very small Blatt-
spitzen assemblages. It is always questionable to put a single 
stray find of a leaf-point into this category without further 
investigations of the find spot. The majority of the sites of 
this third group could be interpereted as remains of short-
term hunting stays. 

We must proceed by the process of elimination to try to 
fit in the sites at Szécsénke in some classification scheme. 
The little scattered find concentrations like BO-4 an LG-88 
should be interpreted most probably as ephemeral sites, 
perhaps hunting stations sensu Marks and Chabai (2001) or 
belonging to the third group sensu Bolus (2004). 

Concerning the raw material composition, exclusive of the 
above mentioned sites, there are seemingly four different 
distribution schemas: 

 · KFH site: a relatively balanced distribution between the 
local raw materials, limnic silicite and siliceous pebbles 
and the long distance raw material, felsitic porphyry, 
42–17-38 % respectively.

 · HH site: a relatively balanced distribution between the 
local raw materials, limnic silicite and siliceous peb-
bles and the long distance raw material, felsitic porphy-
ry, 54-6-31 % respectively. Unpronounced presence of 
other regional and long distance raw materials. 

 · BO-1, BO-3, LGR: absolute dominance of the local raw 
materials, mostly limnic silicite. Unpronounced pres-
ence of other regional and long distance raw materials. 

 ·  BO-2E, BO-2W: absolute dominance of the local raw ma-
terials, the ratio between limnic silicite and siliceous 
pebbles is more balanced. Unpronounced presence of 
other regional and long distance raw materials.

Based on the aforementioned assemblages, no sites should 
be either interpreted as ephemeral sites or as base camp 
sensu Marks and Chabai (2001). They should belong to the 
provisional camps but alone the surface collection would 
never prove the existence of surface activity or functional-
ity zones. It was mentioned above that the BO-1 site is pos-
sibly composed from two smaller find concentrations. The 
site can be regarded most probably as the remains of two 
short-term stays and should be put in the third group sensu 
Bolus (2004).

Figure 18. Quartzite flake core from the BO-3 Palaeolithic site. //
18. ábra. Kvarcit szilánkmagkő a BO-3 paleolitikus lelőhelyről.
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even the lack of felsitic porphyry could be observed at the 
Legénd-Rovnya (LGR) site (Péntek–Zandler 2013b) as well as 
at the Buják-Szente site (Péntek–Zandler 2014). That should 
be the case at the other above discussed sites at Szécsénke 
too, exclusive of the KFH and HH sites, under the presump-
tion these two latter sites are belonging to the earlier phase 
of the Szeletian. A plausible explanation for the decrease of 
the amount of the felsitic porphyry should be the assump-
tion, that in the younger, developed phase of the Szeletian 
either it comes through or sustains a kind of “depreciation” 
or the outcrops were eventually not available. Unfortunate-
ly we do not even know whether the decrease was a gradual 
process, or a sudden, abrupt event. 

A. Markó made a very interesting statement about the dis-
tribution of the felsitic porphyry is his paper dealing with 
the small Szeletian-like assemblage with leaf-points of De-
bercsény-Mogyorós (Markó 2009b). The spread of this raw 
material reaches its maximum in the Szeletian period com-
pared with the Micoquian-Bábonyian period, and at the 
same time the intensity of the utilization eases down. 

This maximum spread is about 340 km in the cases of 
Ondratice I. and Ořechow II. sites in Moravia. There is a 
leaf-point both in Ořechow II. (Čermáková 1993: 9, Obr. 
1:5; Valoch 2000:292) and in Ondratice I. (Valoch 1987: 266; 
Valoch 2000: 292) made of felsitic porphyry. The above 
statement should have a partial validity. The decrease or 
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Szécsénke-Kis-
Ferenc-hegy n 460 0 0 0 9 185 0 0 0 18 0 0 412 0 0 1084

 % 42,44 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,83 17,07 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,66 0,00 0,00 38,01 0,00 0,00 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-1 n 81 0 1 0 6 20 0 0 9 0 0 0 4 1 0 122

 % 66,39 0,00 0,82 0,00 4,92 16,39 0,00 0,00 7,38 0,00 0,00 0,00 3,28 0,82 0,00 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-2E n 84 0 3 0 4 52 0 0 8 7 1 0 0 1 1 161

 % 52,17 0,00 1,86 0,00 2,48 32,30 0,00 0,00 4,97 4,35 0,62 0,00 0,00 0,62 0,62 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-2W n 148 0 5 0 9 34 0 0 43 7 0 1 15 0 0 262

 % 56,49 0,00 1,91 0,00 3,44 12,98 0,00 0,00 16,41 2,67 0,00 0,38 5,73 0,00 0,00 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-3 n 434 3 8 1 25 78 0 0 30 6 0 0 48 0 0 633

 % 68,56 0,47 1,26 0,16 3,95 12,32 0,00 0,00 4,74 0,95 0,00 0,00 7,58 0,00 0,00 100,00

Kétbodony-
Halyagos-hegy n 242 0 0 0 1 26 1 0 18 16 1 2 142 3 7 459

 % 52,72 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,22 5,66 0,22 0,00 3,92 3,49 0,22 0,44 30,94 0,65 1,53 100,00

Legénd-Rovnya n 756 2 0 0 19 166 0 0 0 13 5 0 5 6 0 972

 % 77,78 0,21 0,00 0,00 1,95 17,08 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,34 0,51 0,00 0,51 0,62 0,00 100,00

Table 1. Szécsénke site complex, distribution of artefacts according to raw materials. //
1. táblázat. Szécsénke lelőhelykomplexum, leletek megoszlása nyersanyag szerint.
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Binford (Binford 1980: 5) made an essential distinction be-
tween a “foraging strategy” and a “logistic strategy”. The 
main difference is how human groups move through land-
scape to acquire the necessary resources. With the “foraging 
strategy” people move to sources of nutrition  (“circulating 
systems” sensu Mortensen 1972). With “logistical strategies” 
group members bring resources to the group’s residential 
location (“radiating system” sensu Mortensen 1972).

In a “circulating system” a band of foragers moves through 
the landscape according to seasonal cycles and establish-
es campsites near to food resources. All incoming activities 
were done within such campsites, that is each settlement 
represents the range of activities carried out by the group 

Beside the fact that the typological characteristics of the 
tools originating from the KFH site indicate the inherence 
to the Early Szeletian, it can be stated that these people had 
a substantial knowledge about the capacity of the region, 
among other thing about the local raw material resources. 
That is, for these people the stay at the KFH site was for sure 
not the very first time in the Cserhát Mountains. Taking 
into account the high amount of felsitic porphyry at sever-
al Late Middle Palaeolithic and Middle to Upper Palaeolithic 
transitional sites in the Cserhát Mountains it should be ob-
viously assumed that a kind of “circulating settlement sys-
tem” could have been existed here (Marks–Chabai 2001: 197 
ff. after Mortensen 1972) based on the regular commute be-
tween the Bükk and the Cserhát Mountains. 
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Szécsénke-Kis-
Ferenc-hegy n 21 0 0 0 3 37 0 0 0 5 0 0 53 0 0 119

 % 17,65 0,00 0,00 0,00 2,52 31,09 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,20 0,00 0,00 44,54 0,00 0,00 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-1 n 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 8

 % 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 37,50 0,00 0,00 37,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 25,00 0,00 0,00 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-2E n 6 0 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 14

 % 42,86 0,00 7,14 0,00 7,14 28,57 0,00 0,00 0,00 7,14 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 7,14 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-2W n 9 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 22

 % 40,91 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 31,82 0,00 0,00 18,18 4,55 0,00 0,00 4,55 0,00 0,00 100,00

Szécsénke-BO-3 n 8 0 0 1 0 14 0 0 2 3 0 0 3 0 0 31

 % 25,81 0,00 0,00 3,23 0,00 45,16 0,00 0,00 6,45 9,68 0,00 0,00 9,68 0,00 0,00 100,00

Kétbodony-
Halyagos-hegy n 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 4 0 3 13

 % 15,38 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 23,08 7,69 0,00 0,00 30,77 0,00 23,08 100,00

Legénd-Rovnya n 15 0 0 0 2 22 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 46

 % 32,61 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,35 47,83 0,00 0,00 0,00 8,70 0,00 0,00 6,52 0,00 0,00 100,00

Table 2. Szécsénke site complex, distribution of tools according to raw materials. //
2. táblázat. Szécsénke lelőhelykomplexum, eszközök megoszlása nyersanyag szerint.
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occupation cycles start with small assemblages of broad 
spectrum raw material procurement. He denotes these 
small assemblages as „Initialinventare”. This fact might mark 
the arrival of a given group in one region where never had 
been before, coming from a remote one, a so-called macro 
move sensu Weniger (Weniger 1991). Dispersed and heterog-
enous raw materials will be used. The occupation cycles end 
with mostly larger assemblages of more specialized raw ma-
terial procurement. Occupations marked by the utilization 
of few different and primarily local raw material sources 
will be called as „Konsekutivinventare”, since groups already 
dwell for a longer period of time in a given region. Initialin-
ventare might originate from the beginning reconnaissance 
and exploitation of a region whereas Konsekutivinventare 
document a deeper knowledge of resources and might arise 
from a time when people had already been present in the 
region for weeks or months.

Taking into consideration the above mentioned aspects of 
the discussed site complex at Szécsénke, there is an appar-
ently contradictionary situation. On the basis of the tech-
no-typological features, the KFH site seem to belonging the 
earlier phase, the other sites, apart from the HH site, with 
its most probably inhomogeneous archaeological material, 
are belonging to a younger, developed phase of the Szele-
tian industry. Hence, a genetic or diachronic developmen-
tal sequence could be established. But taking into account 
the raw material composition, there is a somewhat reversed 
hierarchy among the sites. The collection from the KFH site 
seems to represent a consecutive assemblage with a well-
balanced steady raw material composition which document 
a deeper knowledge of resources. This knowledge might 
arise from the time when people had already been in the re-
gion. At the same time, all the other collections with both 
regional raw materials from the Mátra Mountains as with 
long distance raw materials represent initial assemblages.

This and other kinds of seemingly contradictory prob-
lems would be cleared only due to excavations or at least 
test sondages.

Acknowledgements: I would like to express my gratitude 
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